Exotica Homez, ideally located in a nature friendly ambience on Kharar Banur Road(NH205A), spread over 7.525 acres of
land with 68% open space, lush green park, children play ground, clubbed with all amenities viz club house, Swimming
Pool, Health Club, Shopping Arcade at par with international standards
We believe in liberty for all, the space to stretch their arms, enjoy the sunshine, thinking, dreaming, working as we live in
the kingdom of beauty. Exotica Homez, single lined apartments with optimum utilization of natural daylight on each
floor having spacious balconies offers optimum luxury and comfort. If you are trying to make your living space more
comfortable, look at Exotica Homez.

AIRPORT
(23 KM)
PGI
(16 KM)
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(13 KM)

MAX HOSPITAL
(9 KM)

COURT COMPLEX
(7 KM)

QUARK CITY/ IT CENTRE MOHALI
(7 KM)

2 & 3 BHK APARTMENTS

CGC LANDRAN
(5 KM)

DPS MOHALI
(3.5 KM)

RAILWAY STATION
(16 KM)

V.R. PUNJAB
(5 KM)

RAYAT BAHRA UNIVERSITY
(6.5 KM)

CHANDIGARH UNIVERSITY GHARAUN
(10KM)

APARTMENTS WHERE YOU FEEL THE MOST ALIVE

2 BHK WITH STUDY ROOM
BEDROOM
10’6” x 13’0”

Super Area 1320.94 sq.ft.

Covered Area 1066.515 sq.ft. / Carpet Area 822.312 sq.ft.

Super Area 1446.36/ 1418.44 sq.ft.

Covered Area 1126.515/1165.266 sq.ft. / Carpet Area 886.25 sq.ft.

STUDY ROOM

2 BHK APARTMENT

HOMEZ
THE SIGNATURE OF PREMIUM

Exotica Homez Promoter and Builders
S1-S2, Exotica Square, Kharar Banur Road, Sector-115, Mohali-140307
Website: www.exoticahomez.com | Email: info@exoticahomez.com
The brochure is purely conceptual and do not constitute a legally binding offer. All images are artist's impressions and not necessarily fully representative in the interest of
maintaining high standards. The contents herein, including all services, infrastructure products, designs amenities, facilities, site plans, layout plans, floor plans, areas,
dimensions, specifications, elevations, and perspective views are tentative in nature and are subject to variations and modifications, without notice, till the final completion
of the project, at the sole discretion of Competent, Statuary authorities of the Company. Architectural features may differ in different apartments. Soft furniture, furniture
and gadgets are not part of the offering. All images are an artistic conceptualization and does not support to replicate the exact products. Exotica Homez is a Government
approved group housing project.

www.instagram.com/exoticahomez

www.twitter.com/exoticahomez

www.facebook.com/ExoticaHomez

